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Some navigation accidents are originated from very simple 

mistakes of negligence of navigators, that sometimes sounded as 

humor stories. 

Below is several of such stories. 

 

 

 

 

1. Be Careful with Using VHF Communication for Collision Avoidance: 

There is an old anecdote about a ship going up-river in a port when another ship is sighted on the radar. 

There is already a marine pilot onboard who informs that there is no mention of outbound traffic and the 

other ship on the radar is probably at anchor. 

 Just to confirm, he calls the ship on VHF, identifying her by 

geographical position and asks, “Vessel in position XYZ, are you at 

anchor?”; to which, the other ship replies, “This is the ship in 

position XYZ, yes, I am a tanker”. The ensuing confusion results in 

an accident. 

Once the humor wears off, the readers who use VHF for 

communication every day at sea will realize that this situation is 

actually quite possible. Use of VHF for collision avoidance is always 

debatable and whether to use it or not will depend on a case-to-

case basis. It is extremely common in certain parts of the world and in pilotage waters where chances of 

miscommunication are minimum. 

Considering these points in mind, let’s identify a few basic seamanship and good navigation practices, which 

can save the day. 

2. Check the Helmsman Always While Navigating with Hand Steering: 

It was reported in a company’s safety circular that a ship was stranded while navigating with a pilot onboard. 

Basing on the fact that the ship was not answer to the wheel when the pilot had ordered to change the 

course, a group of marine inspectors concentrated in the ship’s steering system condition. But it was working 

properly and the several-day-long investigation didn’t find any deficiency of the ship’s steering system. 

Latter with very hard efforts and experience of an inspector 

discovered that during hand steering time the AB – helmsman with 

his good experience an his freewill switched to autosteering mode 

(because of that he known the ship will go with the steered course 

long time more, may be 45 minutes to one hour) without 

permission of the pilot or officer. In the result, when the pilot 

ordered to change the course, the helmsman with his action of 

rotation the wheel as usual could not bring the ship to desired 

course and he didn’t remember that the steering gear was in 

automatic mode. 



The accident is showing that the OOW should always frequently check the action of the helmsman. 

3. Don’t Solely Rely on Radar: 

At open sea from his cabin, the Captain saw a small fishing boat in 

close proximity to the bow of own ship. He rushed up to bridge, 

engaged hand steering and avoided a collision. In this case, the 

officer of the watch had not sighted the fishing craft as he was 

navigating solely by radar and this target was not picked up due to 

its size. At that time OOW was altering course for another ship that 

was seen on radar. 

In this case, had the officer of the watch kept proper lookout by 

actually looking out of the bridge window the situation could have 

been avoided. There is saying that a trained human eye can pick up a lot of information and brain can process 

it faster than a complex algorithm spits it out on radar display screen. 

4. Radar Target Must Always Be Verified Visually: 

In restricted visibility and an area known for dense traffic, the lookout on duty informed OOW about a target 

sighted right ahead on the radar. The officer of the watch did not take any action as he assumed that the 

target was either a fishing craft that would move away as the ship got closer to it or it was a false echo. This 

resulted in a collision with another ship that was stopped and drifting. 

In the above case altering course even for a “false echo” would 

have been the best action to ensure vessel safety. 

Safe navigation using radar can be done only when the navigator is 

confident in his understanding of the equipment and knows its 

limitation. 

During the times when radars were not used 24/7 there was a term 

called “Fairweather practice”, it is still relevant today. This meant 

that best use was made of the opportunity to use radar whenever 

it was available and a mental image was built up which would help 

in comprehending radar picture during restricted visibility. 

Now with increased AIS dependence, there is even less use made of automatic radar plotting aid (ARPA) 

function of radar. Radar target must always be verified visually. Over a period of time just by looking at echo 

and its movement navigator will be able to ascertain the type of target being painted. 

5. Don’t Solely Depend on Safety Management System: 

While approaching port and after plotting position on the chart, the navigating officer informed the Captain 

that the vessel was North of intended track and he should come South to counteract that. 

On the basis of the feedback, the captain started adjusting the 

course, but the radar picture of landmarks and navigator’s 

assessment did not match. So, the Captain checked for himself and 

realized that OOW had plotted latitude incorrectly, the vessel has 

just crossed The Equator and was in the Southern hemisphere. 

Similar to this incident is when during the crossing of Greenwich or 

meridian or 180 ° longitude position is marked East instead of West 

or vice versa. 

With the increased use of ECDIS possibility of such errors is 

minimized. But what remains missing from navigators’ understanding is the principle of monitoring a ship’s 

position. They depend on the company Safety Management System for guidance and then regardless of their 

own situation, plot positions at prescribed intervals from SMS. This doesn’t help because SMS can provide 

guidance but you as a navigator must make an educated decision. 



A simple rule of thumb to remember here is that “between two successive position plots a vessel should not 

be in danger”. Whenever a navigator plots position on a chart, it should be followed with a dead reckoning 

position (DR position), which will give a rough estimate of vessel location at the time of next plotting. On the 

basis of DR, the frequency of plotting can be increased or decreased. 

6. Read the Buoys Carefully: 

An experienced chief officer was taking the ship to pick up the pilot in a buoyed channel. He was a little 

nervous as he was being assessed for his ship handling skills by the Captain.  After entering the channel, the 

ship started setting and starboard hand lateral buoy was sighted right ahead. Seeing the buoy right ahead, 

the Chief officer immediately ordered hard to starboard, Captain overrode his order, realigned the ship again 

and handed over con back to him. 

Somewhat similar to East West North South cases mentioned 

above, this can happen during a lapse of concentration resulting in 

confusion regarding the colour of buoys and which side to pass 

them. A common reason for this to happen is due to the different 

colour of buoys in IALA regions – region A and region B or inside 

some ports, the direction of the voyage will change (clockwise 

around landmasses), or in case of preferred channel buoys. 

Such confusion can be kept to the minimum by remembering, “can 

to port – cone to stbd” when inbound, this will reverse when 

outbound. 

7. Always Monitor the Rudder Angle: 

In a busy traffic separation scheme, the Captain had the con of the vessel and OOW was communicating with 

VTS. when the lookout reported that a stationary fishing boat on the starboard side had now started moving 

and was crossing the bow. Captain verified the movement of the target on the radar and ordered to 

helmsman “starboard 20”. 

At this time, the bridge telephone rang and was answered by 

Captain. After completing the telephone conversation, when he 

looked up, he noticed that fishing boat was still not clear of the 

ship’s bow and he ordered: “hard at starboard”. At this time the 

bridge team realized that though the helmsman was repeating the 

order, he was actually applying helm in the opposite direction. It is 

always essential to monitor the rudder angle indicator (RAI) to 

break such a chain of error. 

 

8. Hourly Compass Error Records in Log Book – Not for Achievement: 

Marine investigations recorded several accidents – vessel stranding the cause of which was a very simple 

thing: incomprehension of the hourly compass error records. It is sure know that many deck officers are still 

not comprehend the said records they do hourly in their navigation watch. 

A ship was reported stranded and the later investigation shown 

that the vessel navigated track was deviated far from the planned. 

The Gyro compass was not working properly and led to the 

deviation of ship’s movement track. 

Off course, nowadays navigators have a modern substitution of a 

mean to control the ship movement tract – GPS receiver. But the 

comprehension of the said records should be required for all 

navigators. 

 



9. GPS Position in Coastal Water – Be Careful: 

GPS position is now used in many aspects of our normal life: Cars, 

phones, ships, etc. But it should be deal with it in more high level 

for navigators. 

High attention should be paid to the emphasized note in the first 

page of every GPS Receiver Instruction Manual: “GPS is an 

electronic position fixing system and the ship’s position is 

recommended to be determined by other method whenever 

possible”. Especially, when sailing near costal water navigation 

chart or plan of which normally issued with local geodetic system 

and may have significant variation from WGS-84.  

10. Chart Correction and Updating – To Be Done in Required Manner: 

Real life incident: Due to negligence of a navigating officer a vessel was not allowed to enter a port for 2 days. 

After 2 days special permission was granted by USCG to the vessel 

upon request by the agents. The vessel did not have the latest 

edition of approach charts for the Port of Baltimore. The new 

edition had been published 4 weeks ago and vessel had received 

notification of the same. The USCG during their annual inspection 

pointed the error and the vessel was fined and allowed to berth 

after two days only when agents procured the new edition.                             

It is therefore important that during correcting charts the 

navigating officer has to exercise due diligence and care.      

 

(Sourse: The Marine Insight) 


